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The “Objectivity Assumption”

● Perception is a relation between subject and object
● Assumption: perception is independent of the viewing subject’s position

○ What fundamentally matters in the perception relationship is the object
○ “Perception is objective”, “Collapse of the subject”

Perceiver (subject)

Perceived (object)



The “Objectivity Assumption”

Perceived (object)

● Perception is a relation between subject and object
● Assumption: perception is independent of the viewing subject’s position

○ What fundamentally matters in the perception relationship is the object
○ “Perception is objective”, “Collapse of the subject”



A Preoccupation with Objects

Perceiving generally unambiguous and simple categories

1994: MNIST. 10-way classification.



A Preoccupation with Objects

Perceiving more specialized categories 

1994: MNIST. 10-way classification.

2006: ImageNet. 1000-way classification. 



A Preoccupation with Objects?

Perceiving open categories

1994: MNIST. 10-way classification.

2006: ImageNet. 1000-way classification. 

2021: LAION. Image-text pairs.
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1994: MNIST. 10-way classification.
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Increasing annotation resolution



A Preoccupation with Objects?

1994: MNIST. 10-way classification.

2006: ImageNet. 1000-way classification. 

2021: LAION. Image-text pairs.

Increasing annotator “im
print”

Harder to model pure “objects” and disentangle subject from object



A Preoccupation with Objects?

Harder to model pure “objects” and disentangle subject from object
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 A large rock in the 
middle of the ocean

Rocks on the ocean 
shore and their 

reflection in the water.

Two rocks standing 
on the sea.

There is a big rock 
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Note: Free text and perception

Complaint: text will naturally produce differences by virtue of being open
Perception is still objective! “The subjectivity isn’t substantive”

 A large rock in the 
middle of the ocean

Rocks on the ocean 
shore and their 

reflection in the water.

Two rocks standing 
on the sea.

There is a big rock 
in the middle of the 

sea.

Rocks on the ocean 
shore and their 

reflection in the water.

Response:

● We don’t want to perceive literally 
everything in the image

● Free text allows perceiving subjects to
make salience judgements (more to come)

● It’s important to study what parts of
an image a human would find visually, 
semantically relevant



Object Salience: The Objectivity Assumption in Captioning

“Because people are often the end consumers of imagery, we need to be able to 
adopt human-centric views of recognition, especially in user applications such 
as image or video search. 

For example, in response to an image search for “tree”, returning an image 
with a tree that no person would ever mention is not desirable.”

– Berg et al., “Understanding and Predicting Importance in Images” (2012)

Objectivity Assumption: There is one universal mode of perception among 
humans – strong biases in how people perceive scenes and objects.



Recap

● Perception is a relation between subject and object
● Objectivity Assumption: there is one general mode of perceiving the object

○ Therefore, we can “collapse” the subject (disregard subjectivity of perception)

● Increasing resolution of perception annotations makes it harder to study 
pure objects, we need to deal with subject(ive) perception

● Will the objectivity assumption hold with increasing annotation 
resolution?
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Some parts of human perception appear innate…

Gestalt psychology, the laws of perception

Graphic from CG Cinematography, Chapter 3: Gestalt Theory.

https://chrisbrejon.com/cg-cinematography/chapter-3-gestalt-theory/


…but many parts take shape from experience

Müller-Lyer illusion: which arrow shaft is longer?



…but many parts seem to take shape from experience

Müller-Lyer illusion: which arrow shaft is longer?

(They’re the same length! But it seems left > right…)

● 1901: W.H.R. Rivers finds indigenous people on Murray Island (Australia) 
less susceptible to illusion than Europeans

● 1966: Segall et al. show significant differences across 17 cultures
● “Carpentered world hypothesis”: growing up in rectangular environments 

(straight lines, right angles, etc.) primes susceptibility to the illusion

Segall, M. H., Campbell, D. T., & Herskovits, M. J. (1966). The influence of culture on visual perception. Bobbs-Merrill.

https://psycnet.apa.org/record/1967-05876-000




…but many parts seem to take shape from experience

Nisbett & Matsuda 2003:

● Showed 20-second animation to Japanese & American participants
● Participants asked afterwards to describe the scene
● At the beginning of their statements, 

○ Americans mentioned salient objects far more than Japanese
○ Japanese mentioned field information far more than Americans

● Japanese made 65% more field observations than Americans
● Japanese mentioned ~2x more relations between objects and the field

Nisbett, R. E., & Masuda, T. (2003). Culture and point of view. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the 
United States of America, 100(19), 11163–11170. https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1934527100



…but many parts seem to take shape from experience

Chua, Boland, Nisbett 2005:

● Tracked eye gaze in American and Chinese participants looking at scenes
● Chinese less likely to recognize previously seen object w/ diff. background
● Americans look at the foreground earlier & longer than Chinese

Chua, H. F., Boland, J. E., & Nisbett, R. E. (2005). Cultural variation in eye movements during scene perception. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 102(35), 12629–12633. 
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.0506162102



…but many parts seem to take shape from experience

What explains these results? Two modes of cognition:

● Analytic: “tendency to focus primarily on objects and their attributes”
● Holistic: “paying attention to relations among objects and their contexts”

Koo, Minkyung, Jong An Choi, and Incheol Choi, 'Analytic versus Holistic Cognition: Constructs and Measurement', in Julie Spencer-Rodgers, and Kaiping Peng (eds), The Psychological 
and Cultural Foundations of East Asian Cognition: Contradiction, Change, and Holism (New York, 2018; online edn, Oxford Academic, 18 Jan. 2018), 
https://doi.org/10.1093/oso/9780199348541.003.0004, accessed 27 Nov. 2023.

Analytic Individualism Autonomy Fulfillment Independence

Holistic Collectivism Harmony Responsibility Interdependence

Analytic Separability of events Objects are stable Resolving contradiction 
(dialectical)

Field-independent

Holistic Inseparability of events Objects are subject 
to change

Tolerating contradiction Field-dependent



The role of language in perception

Generally, two ways of measuring perception in psychology:

● Eye/gaze-tracking – more “subconscious”
● Language (describe/list out what you remember) – more “conscious”

Language is one viable way to measure visual “perception”.

➔ Did you really perceive something if your eyes flicked over it, but it hasn’t 
really registered in your mind?

➔ This means that language, as an elementary structure for storing 
information / meaning, is a factor in “perception”

Segall, M. H., Campbell, D. T., & Herskovits, M. J. (1966). The influence of culture on visual perception. Bobbs-Merrill.

https://psycnet.apa.org/record/1967-05876-000


The role of language in perception

Linguistic relativism

“The diversity of languages is not a diversity of signs and sounds but a diversity 
of views of the world.” – Wilhelm von Humboldt, 1820

“Formulation of ideas is not an independent process, strictly rational in the old 
sense, but is part of a particular grammar, and differs, from slightly to greatly, 
between different grammars.” – Benjamin Whorf, “Science and Linguistics”

Benjamin Lee Whorf, “Science and Linguistics”, Technol. Rev., 42:229-231, 247-248, no. 6 (April 1940).



The role of language in perception

Benjamin Lee Whorf, “Science and Linguistics”, Technol. Rev., 42:229-231, 247-248, no. 6 (April 1940).

“lightning, wave, flame, meteor, puff of smoke, pulsation”
English: nouns. Hopi: verbs.



The role of language in perception

Linguistic relativism: not so popular anymore with linguists.

But there are still weaker, balanced views.

● German’s complex morphosyntactic system provides events with nuanced 
understanding of spatial relationships.

● Russian verbs of motion encode information about means of transport and 
direction of movement.

Jakob Prange and Nathan Schneider. Draw mir a sheep: A supersense-based analysis of german case and adposition 
semantics. KI-Kunstliche Intelligenz ¨ , 35(3-4):291–306, 2021.



Recap

● Some aspects of human perception are universal.
● Other aspects, particularly attention to the field, are culturally influenced.
● Perception can be indicated by language descriptions of visual scenes.
● So, the structure & conventions of language can affect perception.
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Methodology

Question: Are there differences in the semantic concepts described by 
vision-language datasets, models, and applications across languages?

By the objectivity assumption, there shouldn’t be.

➔ Subjects seeing the same image should perceive roughly the same objects, 
beyond natural variation.



Methodology

Question: Are there differences in the semantic concepts described by 
vision-language datasets, models, and applications across languages?

● Language: reasonable and widely available proxy for annotator background
● Differences across languages = culture + linguistic structure / conventions
● Difficult to disentangle, study them indiscriminately / jointly



Methodology

Question: Are there differences in the semantic concepts described by 
vision-language datasets, models, and applications across languages?

● Datasets: Crossmodal (Thapliyal 2022) and Visual Genome (Krishna 2016)
● Models: Google Vertex API, LLaVA (Liu 2023)
● General approach:

a. Obtain captions for the same image in different languages
b. Translate all captions into English*
c. Identify some measure of semantic content, M
d. Show var(M(multilingual)) >> var(M(monolingual))

*I can talk more about translation if there are concerns/questions.



Note: distinguishing aims of this work

❌ Investigating geographical representation in images (Ramaswamy 2022)

❌ Investigating cultural knowledge (Liu 2021)

❌ Investigating subjective emotion & aesthetic judgements (Mohamed 2022)

✓ Investigating differences in “objective” perception

From the paper: “even the ‘objective concepts’ within a scene are, at their root, 
observed by human subjects with particular perceptual tendencies.”

Ramaswamy, V. V., Lin, S. Y., Zhao, D., Adcock, A. B., van der Maaten, L., Ghadiyaram, D., & Russakovsky, O. (2023). Beyond web-scraping: 
Crowd-sourcing a geographically diverse image dataset. arXiv preprint arXiv:2301.02560.
Liu, Fangyu, et al. "Visually Grounded Reasoning across Languages and Cultures." Proceedings of the 2021 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural 
Language Processing. 2021.
Youssef Mohamed, Mohamed AbdelFattah, Shyma Alhuwaider, Li Fei-Fei, Xiangliang Zhang, Kenneth Ward Church, and Mohamed Elhoseiny. Artelingo: 
A million emotion annotations of wikiart with emphasis on diversity over language and culture. ArXiv, abs/2211.10780, 2022. URL 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.10780.



Some motivation Captions from Google Vertex API



Some motivation Captions from GPT-4



Some motivation Captions from GPT-4



A: Scene Graph Complexity



A: Scene Graph Complexity



B: Representational Diversity

coverage of text set = maximum pairwise embedding distance

We want to show E[coverage(multilingual)] > E[coverage(monolingual)]



C: Linguistic Diversity

M = some measure of linguistic diversity, range(S) = max S – min S

We want to show E[range(M(multilingual))] > E[range(M(monolingual))]



D: Ground Truth Coverage



Fine-tuning on multi/monolingual data

Evaluate how models trained on text from lang A evaluate on text from lang B.
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Reframing multilingual modeling

● Multilinguality as accessibility (Hu 2020)
● “Curse of multilinguality” (Conneau 2020)

○ Increasing multilinguality harms monolingual performance after some threshold
○ Accessibility vs. performance trade-off?

● Reframing: Multilingual data can hit both –
○ Accessibility: representing different forms of perception (“a tree no human would see”...)
○ Performance: there is a lot of unused, possibly very rich multilingual data out there



Multilingual data as a source of more captions

● LAION 5B / Common Crawl, WebLI, etc. have large multilingual segments
● Existing multilingual multimodal models – may not be using multilingual 

data in the best way (very vague and undeveloped)
○ Multilingual (multimodal) models usually encode some information about language
○ Information not shared equally/fully among all languages in multilingual models
○ Aligning across languages: focuses more on vision models “working” in different languages 

than embracing richness of different languages (“collapsing” vs “opening/sharing”)

● Idea: Translate multilingual LAION to English and train monolingual CLIP
○ What will be differences, if at all, from multilingual CLIP or English CLIP?

● Translation costs are expensive, what can we do about it?



Multilingual data as a source of redundant captions

● Wikipedia Image Text (WIT), LAION 5B
● Possibly very rich information from 2+ captions over 1 image
● Can we exploit shared images across captions?



Summary

Theme: turning from the object to the subject when thinking about perception

1. Objectivity assumption: perception is objective.
2. As annotation resolution increases, perception data reflects the subject more.
3. The social sciences show that humans from different backgrounds develop and 

express different perceptual tendencies.
4. We provide some evidence of these differences in CV datasets and models.
5. Using multilingual data may work both towards accessibility and performance.


